Weekend Warrior Toy Haulers is not just any toy hauler brand; it’s the original! Weekend Warrior is a movement born where past legacy meets tomorrow’s innovation. Our mission is to be the leading innovator by pushing boundaries, incorporating the latest technologies with cutting-edge designs, and providing the ultimate user experience.

When it comes to toy haulers, one name and one brand stands out from the rest – Mark Warmoth of Weekend Warrior. When Weekend Warrior was started in 1988, it maintained its status as the #1 toy hauler brand for 20 years consecutive. Through relentless innovation driven by using the product in off-road conditions, Mark redefined and pioneered toy haulers in the RV industry. Unrivaled by no other competitor, Weekend Warrior created a market segment that did not exist.

The Warrior Team, led by Don Day, has a vast history of creating cutting edge, innovative products. Weekend Warrior will continue to do so for many years into the future meeting the ever-changing needs and desires of our active, bold, and fearless customers. You can count on us at every turn!

Don’t be fooled, there is only one Weekend Warrior!
The ONEControl mobile app and multi-tablet display give the power of RV control. This technology lets you remotely control and monitor your Warrior from a smartphone or tablet. Features include:"
- Touchscreen multi-Touch tablet, and comes standard on Widebody Series.

**THE WARRIOR PROMISE**

We promise to build trailers that exceed your expectations, only doing business with other companies and people who do the same.

We promise to keep innovating and refining the products, making them more affordable and dependable, and retaining the highest resale value.

We promise to build a quality product. We build Warrior handcrafts affordable, comfortable, and dependable toy haulers: maintaining Warrior’s signature attention to detail and style.

Fueled by a burning desire to build the best toy haulers, we focus on the things that make our outdoor experience better.
The weekend should be about fun and good times! Why shouldn’t you be able to take your toys? Weekend Warrior builds toy haulers for exactly that reason!
**CHASSIS**
- Standard 15,000# Axle w/15” Aluminum Rims
- 6000# Axle w/15” Steel Modular Rims
- Black-Out Fresh Water Tanks with Curbside Draw
- Undermount EZ Crank Down Matching Spare Tire
- 15” Towmax II Tires with Aluminum Rim
- 15” Towmax II Tires with Steel Modular Rim
- Equa-Flex Suspension Rocker
- 40 Gallon Fuel Tank and Pumping System
- 6000 lb. Axles w/ Self Adjusting Brakes and Super Lube + Greasable Zerk Fittings
- 5200 lb. Axles w/ Self Adjusting Brakes and I-Beam Chassis Main Rails with Full-Depth Trademark Warrior All-Steel Grid Floor Support

**EXTERIOR + CONSTRUCTION**
- 32-40" Class LED TV in Living Area
- Wired for Satellite TV
- Onan 5.5 Generator with Transfer Switch
- Onan 4.0 Generator with Transfer Switch
- MyRV Control Panel Tablet with App
- Triple 5-Gal. Exchangeable LPG Bottles
- 160W Solar Panel with Controller
- Zamp Sidewall + Roof Cap Solar Prep
- Strategically Placed Exterior Sheer Panels
- Custom High Gloss Gel-Coat LPG Cover
- High Gloss Exterior Gel-Coat Sidewalls
- Retractable Roof Ladder
- LED Ground EFX Lighting
- Power Awning with LED Lighting
- Motion Activated Step Light
- Frameless Automotive Windows
- Framed Automotive Windows
- 5 Gallon Exchangeable LPG Bottles
- Exterior Gel-Coat Sidewalls, 15” Aluminum Rims, and Triple 5-Gal. Exchangeable LPG Bottles

**INTERIOR + FURNITURE**
- 55 Amp High Output Converter and Battery Charger
- 32” Class LED TV in Bedroom (Most Models)
- 300W Kicker Package Upgrade
- 3000# Rated Ramp Door w/Prep for Cable+Room
- Ramp Patio Room Rail Package
- Ramp Door Deck Cable Kit
- Cargo Loading LED Light
- Vinyl Roll-Up Ramp Screen
- 30” Fridge - Optional
- Optional 5 Gallon Exchangeable LPG Bottles

**KITCHEN + APPLIANCES**
- 17” Slide-In Cooktop with Bi-Fold Cover
- Slide-In Cooktop with Recessed Glass Cover
- 15,000 BTU Air Conditioner
- 13,500 BTU Air Conditioner
- 19,000 BTU Furnace (except JJ2400)
- 25,000 BTU Furnace
- Second 13,500 BTU in Bedroom
- 13,500 BTU Furnace (except JJ2400)
- 15,000 BTU Furnace (except JJ2400)
- Full-Size Ceramic Bowl Toilet w/Foot Flush
- 116 Gallons Fresh Water (Two-58 Gallon Tanks)
- Showermiser Water Saving System at Shower
- EZ Winterization + Bypass Valve at Water Heater
- Enclosed Tanks + 12V Tank Heaters
- 12V Tank Heaters
- 3000# Rated Ramp Door w/Prep for Cable+Room
- Ramp Patio Room Rail Package
- Ramp Door Deck Cable Kit
- Cargo Loading LED Light
- Vinyl Roll-Up Ramp Screen
- 30” Fridge - Optional
- Optional 5 Gallon Exchangeable LPG Bottles

**CARGO AREA**
- Bedroom Slide-Out
- Happijac Mounted Rollover Sofa
- Pedestal Table
- 2 Custom Chairs with Large View Window(s) and Sofa with Aluminum Warrior Wing Handle*
- Flat Panel Hardwood Cabinet Doors and Header Cabinets
- Interior LED Accent Lighting in Kitchen Countertop
- Slow-Rise Roller Shades (except Kitchen)
- Electric Stabilizer Jacks (Front and Rear)
- Independent Stabilizer Jacks (Front and Rear)
- Electric Front Power Tongue Jack
- Black-Out Fresh Water Tanks with Curbside Draw
- Undermount EZ Crank Down Matching Spare Tire
- 15” Towmax II Tires with Aluminum Rim
- 15” Towmax II Tires with Steel Modular Rim
- Equa-Flex Suspension Rocker
- 40 Gallon Fuel Tank and Pumping System
- 6000 lb. Axles w/ Self Adjusting Brakes and Super Lube + Greasable Zerk Fittings
- 5200 lb. Axles w/ Self Adjusting Brakes and I-Beam Chassis Main Rails with Full-Depth Trademark Warrior All-Steel Grid Floor Support

**SUPERLITE WIDEBODY**
- Frameless Automotive Windows
- Modern Automotive Wing
- Power Awning with LED Lighting
- Solar Lifted Baggage Doors (except Generation)
- Flat Panel Hardwood Cabinet Doors
- 6000 lb. Axles w/ Self Adjusting Brakes and Super Lube + Greasable Zerk Fittings
- 5200 lb. Axles w/ Self Adjusting Brakes and I-Beam Chassis Main Rails with Full-Depth Trademark Warrior All-Steel Grid Floor Support